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The use of nanomaterials in food contact applications has created enormous interest in recent 

years. The potential migration of engineered nano-objects (ENOs) from food contact 

materials (FCMs) is one of the most important concerns regarding potential human exposure 

to ENOs and health risks. Current research focusing on FCMs has often reached inconsistency 

regarding migration of ENOs. The scope of this critical review is to give a concise overview 

of the most relevant aspects of the subject, and to identify and discuss the major open 

questions in relation to migration of ENOs from FCMs. This includes the very fundamental 

questions whether ENOs can migrate from FCMs at all and what the potential release 

mechanisms of ENOs could be. The inconsistency of findings from experimental studies is 

highlighted based on the example of silver nanoparticle migration from polymer-based FCMs. 

Challenges in detection and characterization of ENOs in migration studies and the suitability 

of the most frequently used analytical techniques are discussed. Further, this review questions 

the suitability of standard food simulants and migration test conditions for FCMs as well as of 

conventional mathematical migration models. Considerations regarding the risk for the 

consumer associated with migrating ENOs from FCMs are discussed. 

Keywords: migration; food contact material; engineered nano object; electron microscopy; single 

particle ICP-MS; food simulants; mathematical modelling 

 

Introduction  

The development of new materials based on nanotechnology has created great interest in the field of 

food contact materials (FCMs). FCMs are materials and articles intended to come into contact with 

food during food production, processing, storage, preparation, and serving (European Commission 

2016). Introduction of nanomaterials into the food packaging industry has led to an improvement of 

flexibility, barrier properties, mechanical strength, thermal resistance, and antimicrobial properties 

of packaging materials (Chaudhry et al. 2008; Bumbudsanpharoke & Ko 2015). Emerging food 

packaging materials, which could possess functional properties as an active food packaging, have 

the potential to increase the shelf life of food products, improve food safety, reduce food waste, and 

subsequently alleviate global food supply issues (Hannon, Cummins, et al. 2015). The global use of 

nanomaterials in the food packaging market was estimated to be $6.5 billion in 2013 and was 
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predicted to reach about $15.0 billion in 2020 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.7% 

(Persistence Market Research 2014; Bumbudsanpharoke & Ko 2015). The European Institute for 

Health and Consumer Protection estimated the global nano-enabled food packaging market to be 

$20 billion by 2020 (Belli 2012; Bumbudsanpharoke & Ko 2015). For comparison, the global food 

packaging market is projected to reach $306 billion by 2019 (Research and Markets 2015). 

 One major application of nanotechnology for FCMs is the addition of engineered nano-

objects (ENOs) to polymeric matrices. Engineered nano-objects are discrete pieces of material with 

one, two or three external dimensions in the nanoscale and which are designed for specific purpose 

or function (International Organization for Standardization; 2015). The nanoscale has been defined 

to refer to the length interval of approximately 1 nm to 100 nm (International Organization for 

Standardization; 2015). ENOs can be incorporated into polymers in embedded, fixed, or bonded 

forms (Wyser et al. 2016). ENOs can be nanoparticles, nanofibers, or nanoplates, as well as other 

structures. According to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO, 2015), 

nanoparticles are nano-objects with all external dimensions in the nanoscale and where the lengths 

of the longest and the shortest axes do not differ significantly. For nanofibers the third dimension is 

significantly larger (typically by more than three times) and not necessarily in the nanoscale, 

whereas for nanoplates two external dimensions are significantly larger. According to the European 

Commission’s recommendation on the definition of nanomaterial from 2011, a nanomaterial is 

defined as “a natural, incidental or manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state 

or as an aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number 

size distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1 nm - 100 nm”. A particle is 

defined as “a minute piece of matter with defined physical boundaries” (European Commission 

2011a).  

 Examples of FCMs containing ENOs which are currently on the market (the actual 

elemental nanomaterial in parentheses) include refrigerators (Ag, Fe), cutting boards (Ag), frying 

pans (Ag), food storage containers (Ag), storage bags (Ag), and wok pans (Ti) (BUND - Friends of 

the Earth Germany 2016; Center for Food Safety (USA) 2016; DTU Environment and The Danish 

Ecological Council and Danish Consumer Council 2016).  

 Due to a potential human exposure, the importance of estimating migration of ENOs from 

FCMs to food has attracted the interest of scientific and legislative communities (Arvanitoyannis & 
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Bosnea 2004). Migration is defined as the mass transfer of a substance or component from a FCM 

to foodstuff by sub-microscopic processes (Katan 1996). Convective or bulk processes (e.g. 

contamination by macroscopic fragments) are exluded, but otherwise there is little restriction on the 

scientific processes involved (Katan 1996). Migration is considered as a main critical factor in risk 

assessment of FCMs (Meulenaer 2009). The potential health risk of migrating ENOs is related to 

their small size and thereby potentially to exhibit different physico-chemical properties in 

comparison to the bulk form of the material as well as potentially higher bioavailability due to 

increased and faster passage thorough natural biological barriers (Noonan et al. 2014). 

 According to the European Food Safety Authority´s (EFSA) scientific opinion from 2009 

(EFSA 2009), the potential risk arising from nanoscience and nanotechnology in food and FCMs 

has to be clarified, and approval for the application of new FCMs depends on migration assessment. 

Migration studies including studies on migration mechanisms will lead to enhanced knowledge 

about the safety of FCMs (Huang et al. 2015). According to EU Regulation 10/2011 (European 

Commission, 2011 b), only nanoparticles of titanium nitride / TiN (FCM 807) are authorized to be 

used in FCMs with the following restrictions: No migration of TiN occurs ; only to be used in 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) up to 20 mg/kg; and the agglomerates in PET shall have a 

diameter of 100 to 500 nm consisting of primary TiN nanoparticles with a diameter of 

approximately 20 nm. Two other substances, carbon black (FCM 411) and silicon dioxide (FCM 

504), are authorized but not listed as nanoparticles in EU Regulation 10/2011. Carbon black shall 

consist of aggregated particles of a size of 100 to 1200 nm originating from primary particles of 10-

300 nm (which may form agglomerates within the size distribution of 300 nm to mm size). 

Similarly, silicon dioxide shall consist of aggregates particles of 100 to 1000 nm originating from 

primary particles of 1 to 100 nm (which may form agglomerates within the size distribution of 300 

nm to mm size) (European Commission, 2011 b). 

 A number of review papers on potential migration of ENOs from FCMs already exist. 

However, they focus on specific aspects, like test methods (Calzolai et al. 2012; Noonan et al. 

2014), safety assessment (Huang et al. 2015), market situation and safety regulations 

(Bumbudsanpharoke & Ko 2015; Hannon, Cummins, et al. 2015), and legal framework (Wyser et 

al. 2016). The scope of this critical review is to give a concise overview of the most relevant aspects 

of the subject and to identify the major open questions in relation to migration of ENOs from 

FCMs. The inconsistency of findings from experimental studies is highlighted based on the 
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example of silver (Ag) nanoparticle migration from FCMs. The review focuses on polymer-based 

FCMs as most applications and research has been concentrating on these types of materials. 

However, similar considerations will apply for migration of ENOs from non-polymeric food contact 

materials, like paper and board, rubber, adhesives, and printing inks. 

Open Question 1: Can ENOs migrate from FCMs at all? 

The most important inconsistency in the literature within the area of FCMs is whether migration of 

ENOs from FCMs is possible or not. The most prominent example of this inconsistency is 

migration of Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) from polymer-based FCMs, which has been studied 

extensively within recent years (Table1). According to a predictive migration model presented by 

Simon et al. (Simon et al. 2008), migration of AgNPs from packaging into food is only possible in 

the case of low dynamic viscosity polymers as polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) and when 

the nanoparticle radius is in the range of 1 nm. However, a relatively large number of experimental 

studies showed migration of AgNPs, either by electron microscopy techniques and/or inductively 

coupled plasma-mass spectrometry in single particle mode (sp-ICP-MS) (Huang et al. 2011; 

Echegoyen & Nerín 2013; Artiaga et al. 2015; Hannon, Kerry, et al. 2015; Ntim et al. 2015). The 

migrated AgNPs or AgNP agglomerates were reported to be in the size range of 10-950 nm in seven 

studies (Table 1), which is significantly larger than the possible size migration limit of around 1 nm 

(radius) estimated by Simon et al. The fraction of nanoparticulate Ag in relation to the total 

migrated Ag ranged from below 1% to 69% (von Goetz et al. 2013; Echegoyen & Nerín 2013; 

Ramos et al. 2015). Several studies on AgNP-containing polymers did not examine if the observed 

migration of Ag was due to migration of AgNPs (Busolo et al., 2010; Emamifar et al, 2010; Song et 

al., 2011; Bott et al., 2014; Jokar et Rahman, 2014). Only one experimental study, that applied a 

method to detect ENOs (transmission electron microscopy / TEM), described the absence of AgNPs 

in migrates from AgNP-containing polymer (Ntim et al. 2015).  

 The experimental studies about migration of Ag from FCMs are summarized in Table1. The 

FCMs were either commercially available products or produced in the laboratory. The initial Ag 

concentrations in FCMs were in the range of 1 to 3,000 µg/g and 1 to 50,000 µg/g for commercial 

and lab-produced FCMs, respectively. The maximum silver migration was in the range of 0.01 to 

4.2 µg/dm2 and 1 to 670 µg/dm2 for commercial and lab-produced FCMs, respectively. Most of the 

published migration studies focus on Ag which can be on the one hand explained by the relatively 
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frequent use of Ag (as antimicrobial agent) in FCMs and on the other hand with the fact that Ag can 

relatively easily be analysed by sp-ICP-MS and electron microscopy. However, the solubility of Ag 

(particular in an acidic medium) and its tendency to react with chlorine and sulphur to form Ag salts 

make it a difficult case for studying migration and answering the generic question whether ENOs 

can migrate from FCMs or not.  

 Nevertheless, evidence of the migration of ENOs significantly larger than a few nanometres 

was not limited to AgNPs but, for example, also observed for layered double hydroxide (LDH-C12) 

from polylactic acid (PLA) with platelet sizes of up to 50 nm in the migrates (Schmidt et al. 2011), 

titanium dioxide nanoparticles from PE with a size range of 50 to100 nm (Mackevica et al. 2016), 

and nanoclay platelets from LDPE with a size range of 500 nm to 1 µm (larger external dimensions 

of the platelet) (Echegoyen et al. 2016). In the same way, studies exist where no migration was 

observed for other ENOs than AgNPs, for example nanoclay platelets (Cloisite® 30B) from PLA 

(Schmidt et al. 2009) and titanium nitride (TiN) nanoparticles in LDPE (Bott et al. 2014a). The 

latter study comes to the general conclusion that “due to the usual size, shape and aggregation of 

nanoparticles” in polymeric-FCMs, ENOs are immobilized and exposure of the consumer to ENOs 

via migration from FCMs cannot be expected (Bott et al. 2014a).  

Open Question 2: If migration of ENOs occurs, what is the migration mechanism?  

The migration of low molecular weight compounds (< 1,000 g/mol) from polymeric FCMs to food 

is well understood and determined by diffusion and sorption processes (Miltz 1987). Three sub-

processes can be distinguished: 1) Diffusion of the molecule in the polymer in the direction of food 

because of a concentration gradient; 2) Desorption of the molecule from the polymer and 

subsequent adsorption by the food at the food-packaging interface; and finally, 3) Diffusion of the 

molecule in the food due to a concentration gradient (Meulenaer 2009). Diffusion depends on 

physico-chemical properties of the migrant (such as size, polarity, and molecular weight), properties 

of the polymer material (such as thickness, surface, density, and polarity), contact media properties 

(viscosity, acidity, and composition), and external conditions (temperature, time of contact and 

pressure)) (Noonan et al. 2014). A more detailed description of the topic is given for example by 

(Piringer 2007; Mercea 2008; Piringer 2008). 

 The fundamental difference between the low molecular weight compounds and ENOs is 

their size. Nanoparticles with sizes in the range of 1 to 100 nm are significantly larger than low 
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molecular weight compounds. To underline the difference, we will try to estimate the 

hydrodynamic diameter (a parameter used to describe the size of nanoparticles) of low molecular 

weight compounds and the “molecular weight” (a parameter used to describe the size of molecules) 

of a nanoparticle.  

 The conventional chemical substances in polymer-based FCMs that are listed in the 

Commission Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 (European Commission 2011b), including monomers, 

starting substances, additives and polymer production aids, have molecular weights in the range of 

40 to 1,000 g/mol. To allow an approximate comparison of molecular weight and hydrodynamic 

diameter, the example of bovine serum albumin (BSA) can be used. BSA has a molecular weight of 

66,000 g/mol, which results in a hydrodynamic diameter of approximately 7 nm as determined by 

asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) (Yohannes et al. 2010). That means that a 1,000 

g/mol molecule is around ∛66 times = four times smaller, i.e. around 2 nm. The other way around, 

one can calculate the quasi-molecular weight of a nanoparticle, as Bott et al. did for the case of 

spherical carbon black nanoparticles based on the particle volume (diameter) and density (Bott et al. 

2014a). Nanoparticle diameters of 1 and 10 nm corresponded to molecular weights of 314 and 

314,000 g/mol.  

 The diffusion coefficient exponentially decreases with size, which results in very small 

diffusions coefficients for nanoparticles with sizes larger than a few nanometres (Simon et al. 2008; 

Bott et al. 2014a). Consequently, diffusion may not be the major responsible mechanisms for ENO 

migration. Noonan et al. discussed, besides diffusion, three other possible routes for ENO 

migration, namely: 1) Desorption of the ENO from the FCM surface, 2) Dissolution of the ENO, 

and 3) Degradation of the polymer matrix surrounding the ENO (Noonan et al. 2014). 

 Desorption (1) would be most likely for FCMs in which the ENOs are located near or at the 

FCM surface, i.e. in the interfacial region between FCM and food. ENO attachment is controlled by 

electrostatic interactions between the surface of ENO and FCM. The bonding at the interface 

between ENO surface and FCM is likely affected by liquid characteristics of the contact medium 

(pH, ionic strength) as well as temperature, vibration, and physical abrasion (Noonan et al. 2014). 

Unlike in the case of diffusion, size and mobility of the migrant are not limiting factors for the 

release of ENOs from the FCM surface (Noonan et al. 2014). Surface detachment of AgNPs was 

proposed by Echegoyan and Nerin as an explanation of their observed AgNP migration from PE 
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food containers (Echegoyen & Nerín 2013). The authors explained that the migration process was 

based on surface detachment of encapsulated AgNPs followed by oxidative dissolution of Ag from 

the remaining nanoparticles over time. Desorption could also be responsible for a release of ENOs 

from the cut edges of the samples during migration testing. The so-called “cutting edge effect”, 

should be considered as more severe testing, and was discussed to generate unrealistic contact 

conditions compared to conventional use (Bott et al. 2014b).  

 Dissolution (2) involves the transformation of the ENO into ionic form. The large body of 

literature evidenced dissolution of metal-containing nanoparticles, like Ag (Table1) and zinc oxide 

nanoparticles, into ions from FCMs into food/food simulants (Kumar et al. 2005; Song et al. 2011; 

Jokar & Abdul Rahman 2014; Ntim et al. 2015). Dissolution rate depends on redox potential and 

surface functionalization of the ENO as well as ionic strength, temperature, and dissolved oxygen 

level of the surrounding medium. So far, it is not known whether ENOs migrate from the surface of 

the FCM into the food/food simulant and then dissolve into ions, or whether the ions desorb from 

the surface of ENOs while the ENOs are still dispersed in the FCM (Noonan et al. 2014). Von 

Goetz et al. observed a significant decrease of Ag migration in repeated migrations tests already 

after the first use (von Goetz et al. 2013). This finding indicated that Ag release mainly occurred 

from the uppermost layer of the polymer where the food simulant could enter the porous FCM 

surface. The oxidative dissolution of migrated AgNPs to Ag ions increases in acidic pH (Elzey & 

Grassian 2009). In agreement with that, a lower AgNP fraction vs total Ag was detected in acidic 

food simulants (acetic acid) in comparison to alcoholic food simulants (Echegoyen & Nerín 2013). 

A secondary formation of ENOs after migration of ions, as in the case of AgNPs, by chemical 

reduction of migrating ions in the food simulant could not be excluded in the published studies 

(Mackevica et al. 2016), but was seen as less likely than the actual migration of nanoparticles (von 

Goetz et al. 2013).  

 Degradation of the polymeric matrix of the FCM (3) may take place by chemical or 

mechanical decomposition of the matrix and may lead to a release of the embedded ENOs. 

Degradation could be caused by external factors such as physical abrasion, heating, and UV 

exposure, or by internal factors such as impurities in the polymer causing hydrolysis (Bhunia et al. 

2013). Hydrolysis could change the gross properties of the polymer and subsequently increase the 

risk of potential release of ENOs (Noonan et al. 2014). Migration of layered double hydroxide 

(LDH) from PLA films was attributed to hydrolysis of PLA in the food simulant (95% ethanol, 
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40°C, 10 days) (Schmidt et al. 2011). The corresponding molecular weight reduction of the polymer 

was proven by gel permeation chromatography. A greater decrease in polymer molecular weight in 

PLA containing nano-dispersed LDH platelets in comparison to the pure PLA was attributed to a 

catalytic effect of the LDH platelets. Micro- and nano-sized polymer particles (PE and PP) of 

different shapes were detected by SEM in the migration solutions from both AgNP or nanoclay 

containing food storage containers (Echegoyen & Nerín 2013). Further, AgNPs still embedded in or 

attached to the pieces of the polymer (PE) matrix were found in migration solutions in (Mackevica 

et al. 2016). The finding of polymeric particles in migration solutions could support the hypothesis 

that the decomposition of the polymer plays a role in ENO migration (Echegoyen & Nerín 2013; 

Echegoyen et al. 2016).  

 To the best of our knowledge, no studies on migration mechanisms of ENOs from FCMs 

exist. In published migration studies, discussions of underlying migration mechanism are most 

often hypotheses but no proof is given. It is possible that migration of ENOs from FCMs can occur 

via a combination of the above described mechanisms. The migration mechanisms will most likely 

depend on the properties of the ENO (e.g. size, shape, and chemical composition) , the properties of 

the given polymer (e.g. density, viscosity, solubility, (bio)degradability, swelling behaviour) and the 

distribution of the ENOs within the FCM (e.g. homogenous, surface-bound, only in the inner layer). 

Desorption, dissolution, and degradation processes and the influence of external factors such as UV 

radiation and abrasion are also considered in studies that focus on the environmental release of 

ENO, like titanium dioxide nanoparticles from painted surfaces or carbon nanotube from 

composites (Nowack et al. 2012; Froggett et al. 2014). More emphasis should be placed to 

exchange of knowledge within food and environmental research on the potential mechanism and 

factors affecting the release of ENO from polymers.  

Open Question 3: What are suitable analytical techniques for studying the migration of ENOs 

from FCMs?  

In conventional (specific) migration testing of molecular substances, analytical methods normally 

need to answer two questions: 1) Whether a certain substance is in the migrate (identity), and 2) 

how much of the substance is migrating (mass concentration). A molecule´s identity can be defined 

by its chemical formula. For ENO, “identity” is defined by several parameters, like size, shape, 

porosity, surface coating, or chemical composition (Linsinger et al. 2013)). To analyse and 
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determine ENOs, the applied analytical techniques should be able to 1) Detect ENOs with high 

selectivity and high sensitivity, 2) Quantify the concentration of the ENOs in the food or food 

simulant accurately and precisely, and 3) Characterize the properties like size, shape, agglomeration 

state, and chemical composition of released ENOs. Currently, no single analytical technique can 

fulfil all these requirements.  

 The most cited techniques for general detection and characterization of ENOs are scanning 

and transmission electron microscopy (SEM/TEM), laser light scattering, AF4, centrifugation 

techniques, and the emerging technique of sp-ICP-MS. A more detailed description of the methods 

including their advantages and disadvantages can be found for example in (Hassellöv et al. 2008; 

Tiede et al. 2008; Calzolai et al. 2012;). The major analytical challenges in the case of migrations 

studies of FCMs are the typically low concentrations of migrating ENOs and the fact that mainly 

very small ENOs are expected to migrate. Similar challenges are reported for the detection and 

characterization of ENOs in the environment (Nowack et al. 2012; Froggett et al. 2014). An 

overview of the techniques used for studying the migration of ENOs from FCMs, their 

corresponding detection limits, and the information that can be obtained is given in Table 2. 

 Most of the migration studies of AgNPs (Table 1) rely on ICP-MS because of its superior 

sensitivity (Table 2). The main limitation of ICP-MS is that it can only determine the total 

elemental concentration in the migration solution. No information about the form of the migrated 

element - ion, ENO, or polymeric particle containing ENOs – can be given. The sp-ICP-MS 

technique can address these limitations to some extent as it can distinguish between ionic and 

nanoparticle forms of an element and provide (number-based) particle size distributions (Degueldre 

& Favarger 2003; Laborda et al. 2011; Mitrano et al. 2012). A big advantage of sp-ICP-MS is its 

high sensitivity. Typical particle concentrations for obtaining particle size distributions are in the 

range of 106-108 particles/L (Pace et al. 2012). This corresponds to particle mass concentrations in 

the pg/L- to ng/L-range depending on the density and diameter of the nanoparticle. Currently, sp-

ICP-MS is the only analytical technique that can directly quantify the ratio between ions and 

nanoform of a certain element in migration solutions. Sample preparation for sp-ICP-MS involves, 

in the case of migration solutions, direct analysis without the need for sample preparation (von 

Goetz et al. 2013; Mackevica et al. 2016), or simple dilution with ultrapure water (Ramos et al. 

2015) or the food simulant itself (Linsinger et al. 2014). The possibility of direct analysis reduces 

the likelihood of sample preparation artefacts. Some authors chose to apply ultrasound, e.g. via a 
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probe sonicator, to the migration solutions before analysis (Ramos et al. 2015). It needs to be 

critically evaluated whether such a high intensity dispersion step is suitable or whether it could 

falsify the information about the size and agglomeration state of the migrating ENOs. No studies 

could be found that use sp-ICP-MS for studying the migration of ENOs from FCMs into real foods. 

Semi-solid or solid food matrices would require a suitable sample preparation method for 

converting the sample into an analysable suspension without altering the ENO. This can for 

example be achieved by degradation of the matrix with enzymes as used for the sp-ICP-MS analysis 

of AgNPs in chicken meat (Loeschner, Navratilova, Købler, et al. 2013; Peters et al. 2014). The 

main constraint of sp-ICP-MS is currently its size detection limit which is around 10 to 20 nm in the 

case of gold and Ag nanoparticles but significantly higher for other elements that are contained in 

ENOs used in FCMs, like silicon, and titanium (Laborda et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2014). Furthermore, 

sp-ICP-MS requires knowledge about the composition, density, and shape of the ENO to be able to 

determine its size. Typically, a spherical nanoparticle is assumed, and potential agglomerates appear 

as larger nanoparticles. Several ongoing instrumental developments are addressing the current 

limitations of sp-ICP-MS with focus on improving the size detection limit and on allowing the 

detection of more than one element in one particle (Laborda et al. 2014). 

 Another often applied technique for detection and characterization of ENOs in migration 

studies is electron microscopy. An overview of electron microscopic techniques that can be used for 

the analysis of ENOs in food is given in (Dudkiewicz et al. 2011). Electron microscopy techniques 

do not only allow visualization of the ENOs, but also give information on their size and shape 

(Tiede et al. 2008). The high lateral resolution (< 0.1 nm for TEM and < 1 nm for SEM) allows the 

detection of much smaller particles than by sp-ICP-MS. The combination of SEM or TEM with 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) allows the determination of the elemental composition 

of the ENO. The required particle concentrations for detecting a sufficient particle number on the 

substrate (e.g. grids for TEM) are higher than in the case of sp-ICP-MS and typically in the µg/L- to 

mg/L-range. Pre-concentration techniques like (ultra)centrifugation and evaporation can be used to 

overcome this problem. However, these sample preparations might lead to artefacts, like induced 

agglomeration and precipitation of ions. Another possibility for increasing the ENO concentration 

in the migration solution is the use of high polymer/food simulant ratios in the migration test (von 

Goetz et al. 2013). Classical electron microscopy requires dry samples, which means that migration 

solutions need to be dried on a suitable substrate before analysis by electron microscopy. This step 

can lead to artefacts, like induced agglomeration and precipitation of ions. Described sample 
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preparation techniques of migration solutions for SEM include: pre- concentration by evaporation 

followed by air-drying on the substrate (Ramos et al. 2015), drop casting of migration solutions 

onto the substrate followed by drying in air (Echegoyen & Nerín 2013; Hannon, Kerry, et al. 2015), 

and spin casting of droplets on the substrate (von Goetz et al. 2013). TEM sample preparation 

involved direct drop deposition on a TEM grid (Ntim et al. 2015), centrifugation on a TEM grid 

(von Goetz et al. 2013), and pre-concentration by centrifugation and evaporation for two days 

followed by drop deposition on TEM grid (Mackevica et al. 2016). Theoretically, electron 

microscopy methods would be suitable for detecting migrated ENOs in real food after appropriate 

sample preparation. However, the major challenge would be the analysis in the case of low ENO 

concentrations (µg/L-range and lower) as discussed in (Dudkiewicz et al. 2011). 

 AF4 coupled to ICP-MS was used in (Artiaga et al. 2015) for studying AgNPs in migration 

solutions from commercial food containers. AgNP diameters from 40 to 60 nm were determined 

based on external size calibration with citrate-stabilized AgNPs, assuming the same particle-

membrane interaction (e.g. extent of repulsion) between citrate-stabilized AgNPs and the migrating 

AgNPs. Before injection into the AF4 (injection volume 200 µL), the migration solution was dried 

by evaporation, re-suspended in 0.5 mL of 0.01% sodium dodecyl sulphate at pH 8 (carrier liquid 

used for AF4), sonicated in the ultrasonic bath or with a probe sonicator, and filtered through a 

0.22 µm nylon filter. An overview on flow field-flow fractionation as analytical separation 

technique for studying ENO in food and environmental samples is given in (Kammer et al. 2011). 

Injected masses of particles are typically in the ng- to µg-range. For common injection volumes of 

10 to 100 µL, the corresponding sample mass concentrations need to be in the range of µg/L to 

mg/L. Particles in the size range of approximately 1 to 1000 nm can be separated by AF4. In 

general, obtaining quantitative size information by AF4 is challenging and obtained size information 

should be confirmed with a second method (Loeschner, Navratilova, Legros, et al. 2013).  

 It needs to be mentioned that ICP-MS, sp-ICP-MS, and AF4-ICP-MS are only suitable for 

analysis of inorganic ENOs. Electron microscopy is able to also visualize organic and carbon-based 

ENOs, like organic pigments, carbon nanotubes, and fullerenes, but the low density of these ENOs 

hampers detection. Staining with heavy metals may be used to create or increase contrast in the 

electron microscopic image (Dudkiewicz et al. 2011). No migration of carbon black from LDPE or 

PS could be detected by AF4 coupled to multi angle light scattering (MALS) (Bott et al. 2014c). 

The limit of detection was estimated as 10 µg/L for an injection volume of 1 mL. To the best of our 
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knowledge, no study exists that detected organic or carbon-based ENOs in migration solutions. It 

remains an open question whether no migration occurred in the reported studies or whether the 

applied analytical techniques were not suitable, e.g. in terms of detection limits. In the cases of 

organic and carbon-based ENOs, where no elemental-specific detection like in the case of inorganic 

ENOs is possible, the analysis might also be challenged by particle contaminations from the used 

equipment and chemicals. Schmidt et al. detected structures with diameters from 100 to 1600 nm in 

blank food simulants by AF4 coupled to MALS (Schmidt et al. 2009), suggesting particle 

contamination of the migration cells and/or the used solvents.  

 A general challenge when analysing ENOs in migration studies are the lack of validated 

methods and of suitable reference materials to assure accuracy of the results with respect to 

determined sizes and concentrations.  

Open Question 4: Are standard food simulants and migration test conditions for plastic FCMs 

appropriate for studying the migration of ENOs? 

According to the EU Regulation 10/2011 (European Commission 2011b), six food simulants can be 

used for migration testing of plastic FCMs: 1) Ethanol 10% (v/v), 2) acetic acid 3% (v/v), 3) ethanol 

20% (v/v), 4) ethanol 50% (v/v), 5) vegetable oil, and 6) poly(2,6-diphenyl-ρ-phenylene oxide). 

These food simulants represent 1) foods with hydrophilic character, 2) foods with hydrophilic 

character and with pH lower than 4.5, 3) alcoholic foods with alcohol content up to 20%, 4) 

alcoholic foods with alcohol content of above 20% and foods with lipophilic character/oil in water 

emulsions, 5) lipophilic foods with free fats at the surface, and 6) dry foods, respectively. Food 

simulants are used to simplify food matrices, and the test conditions should be equivalent to the 

worst foreseeable conditions of use. The question is whether standard migration test conditions and 

food simulants are suitable for studying migration of ENOs from FCMs or not.  

 In the majority of the migration studies with Ag (Table 1), the maximum migration of Ag 

(total Ag release) was observed for acetic acid, which is mimicking food with a pH < 4.5. The 

dependence of migration rate on the food/food simulant is observed for molecular compounds as 

well. The migration behaviour at the FCM surface is typically described by the partition coefficient, 

which depends on the polarity of the molecule, the polymer, and the food/food simulant (Franz & 

Störmer 2008). The “novel” effect in the case of ENOs is that also the identity of the ENO, i.e. its 

size, shape, or chemical composition, depends on the food/food simulant. It was for example shown 
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by Mackevica et al. (Mackevica et al. 2016) for various commercially available food storage 

containers that size distributions of migrated AgNPs were similar in deionized water and ethanol, 

but much larger particle diameters were observed in acetic acid. For one food storage 

container,dissolution of the AgNPs in acetic acid was observed. It was concluded that acetic acid 

could facilitate both, dissolution and agglomeration/aggregation of AgNPs. In a recent study, the 

stability of AgNPs in three food simulants (water, ethanol 10%, and acetic acid 3%) was 

investigated using AF4-ICP-MS and sp-ICP-MS (Ntim et al. 2016). The study showed that AgNPs 

were preserved in the presence of water and ethanol 10%, while acetic acid 3% caused significant 

dissolution. It remains open if the same behaviour can be expected for AgNPs in acidic food. There 

is a limited amount of studies that investigate the stability of ENOs in real food. AgNPs were 

shown to be stable in apple juice for 4 days and 21 days in orange juice (storage temperature 2-8°C) 

based on sp-ICP-MS analysis (Witzler et al. 2016). For AgNPs spiked to chicken meat, a decrease 

of AgNP size already after 24 h of storage at 4°C indicated dissolution (Peters et al. 2014). A 

considerable reduction of the detected particle mass concentration after 48 h was explained with the 

formation and precipitation of insoluble Ag salts (Peters et al. 2014). To the best of our knowledge, 

no studies exist that could detect and characterize ENOs after migration from a FCM into food.  

 The use of food simulants was established for molecular substances, where the chemical and 

physical structure of the migrant remains stable during migration testing and is not influenced by 

the food simulant itself. In contrast to molecules, ENOs can undergo transformation processes, like 

dissolution, chemical (surface) modification, agglomeration, and aggregation which lead to changes 

of their chemical composition, shape, and size. These processes are, besides the properties of the 

ENO, influenced by temperature, time, and properties of the surrounding medium, like pH, ionic 

strength, and chemical composition. Food simulants do not have the same chemical composition as 

the food which they are mimicking. Consequently, agglomeration, aggregation, and dissolution 

processes might occur in the food but not in the food simulant or the other way around. For 

example, can the formation of a “protein corona” (adsorption of proteins onto nanoparticles) lead to 

steric stabilization of ENOs and prevent agglomeration/aggregation in media with high electronic 

strength (Gebauer et al. 2012). This phenomenon is so far mainly studied for ENOs interacting with 

biological fluids, but it was shown that ENOs interact with proteins and eventually other 

macromolecules in food in a similar way (Burcza et al. 2015). Proteins and other macromolecules 

are absent in food simulants. Another example is the chemical reaction of AgNPs with chlorine and 

sulphur which leads to the formation of insoluble Ag salts, like AgCl and Ag2S (Peters et al. 2014; 
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Loeschner et al. 2015). Chlorine and sulphur as well as other sources of sulphur, like thiol groups of 

proteins (Liu et al. 2010) or hydrogen sulphide released by microorganisms (McMeekin et al. 

1978), are absent in food simulants.  

  Besides the suitability of the standard food simulants, the suitability of the time and 

temperature of standard migration test conditions for FCM needs to be questioned. The test 

conditions are supposed to reflect worst case conditions which lead to a maximum migration of the 

molecular compound. It is an open question if these are automatically worst case conditions for the 

migration of ENOs, because ENOs are eventually released by different mechanisms (see “Open 

question 2”). To describe an example: Higher temperature in migration testing of polymers typically 

increases the migration of molecules, as diffusion increases with temperature. In the case of soluble 

ENOs, increased temperature can result in enhanced dissolution, as solubility increases with 

temperature. As a consequence the concentration of migrated ENOs will decrease. Data is necessary 

to understand how the properties of migrated ENOs change as function of time and temperature 

(Noonan et al. 2014).  

 The classical migration study where the food contact material is immersed in the food 

simulant bases on the idea that migration mainly occurs via diffusion. If diffusion would be 

negligible for ENOs in FCMs, as discussed before, the concept of migration testing by immersion 

of the FCM is not necessarily obsolete. It could be equally used to study release by desorption of 

the ENO, dissolution of the ENO, and polymer degradation. However, additional factors, like 

mechanical forces (abrasion, vibration), microwave treatment, heating, and UV exposure, will have 

to be considered, as they can have a large influence on the release and occur in the “real life” use of 

FCMs. As described before, the “cutting edge effect” was discussed to generate unrealistic contact 

conditions (Bott et al. 2014b). This will be especially true if desorption of ENOs from the surface 

instead of diffusion would be the dominating mechanism. The use of migration cells where the 

FCM is fixed in a frame or the “sealing” of the cut edges would avoid or reduce this effect.  

 Finally, the potentially inhomogeneous distribution of the ENOs in the FCM needs to be 

considered for the design of the migration test. In a polymer film or sheet, ENOs could be located 

on one surface, on both surfaces, in the core of the material, or distributed with a concentration 

gradient across the thickness of the film/sheet. This distribution will impact the migration. For 

example, if ENOs are only adsorb to the surface of the FCM, a higher migration of ENOs will be 
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observed during the first uses but then decrease (significantly) during further uses of the FCM. A 

conclusion based on a single migration test, would lead to an overestimation of the ENO release. 

Open Question 5: Can mathematical modelling be applied for predicting the migration of 

ENOs from FCMs? 

Fundamentally, the best way to assess the exposure to a substance contained in a FCM is to conduct 

a migration test in which the concentration of the migrated substances in a food is measured under 

prescribed conditions. However, it is not always practical to perform migration experiments because 

they can be challenging, expensive, time consuming, and difficult to generalize. Mathematical 

modelling can be used to predict the migration rate for different time/temperature conditions, 

different polymer properties, and foods. Mathematical models to estimate migration rates are based 

on the physico-chemical properties of the host material (polymer) and basic diffusion physics. 

Classically, Fick’s Law of Diffusion is applied to predict the diffusion of small molecules through 

the polymer, which dependents on the concentration gradient, solubility of the migrant in the 

polymer and the contact liquid, temperature, shape and polarity of the migrant, as well as other 

additives that may be present in the polymer matrix (Pillai et al. 2014). Furthermore, a number of 

semi-empirical models have been developed to estimate migration from FCMs to food (Begley et 

al. 2005; Poças et al. 2008).  

 Predictive mathematical models were not developed for ENOs, so the feasibility of the 

conventional diffusion-based mathematical models to estimate the migration rate of ENOs needs to 

be evaluated. Simon et al. predicted the migration of 5 nm nanoparticles from FCMs to food for 

various polymers, temperatures, and times based on Fick´s Second Law of Diffusion (Simon et al. 

2008). The diffusion coefficient was calculated from the nanoparticle radius by the Stokes-Einstein 

relation. The calculations demonstrated that migration of ENOs (based on diffusion) could only 

occur in the case of small nanoparticles with a radius in the order of 1 nm from polymers with low 

dynamic viscosity, like polyolefins (LDPE, HDPE, PP). It was predicted that migration will neither 

be detectable for larger ENOs which are bound to polymer matrix, nor for polymers with high 

dynamic viscosity such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polystyrene (PS) (Simon et al. 

2008). Bott et al. applied an existing migration model for conventional polymer additives (based on 

Fick´s Second Law of Diffusion) for nanoparticles (Bott et al. 2014a). Spherical nanoparticles 

consisting of carbon were assumed to be quasi-molecules for which quasi-molecular weights could 
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be calculated based on the particle volume (diameter) and density. Carbon black was used as “worst 

case nanoparticle” as it has the lowest possible quasi-molecular weight for nanoparticles in general 

and consequently the highest possible diffusion coefficient. Diameters of 1 and 10 nm corresponded 

to molecular weights of 314 and 314,000 g/mol. The diffusion coefficient decreased exponentially 

with increasing diameter and reached a value of 1.1.E-35 cm2 s-1for 10 nm particles. The model 

calculations showed that the migration of carbon black with a diameter of 1 and 10 nm from LDPE 

would be 770 and 3.5E-17 mg/kg, respectively, after 10 days at 40ºC for an initial concentration of 

carbon black in LDPE of 25,000 mg/kg (Bott et al. 2014b). In another study by the same authors, 

the migration of TiN nanoparticles from LDPE (initial concentration 1,000 mg/kg) was predicted to 

be 30.7 to 1.38×10-18 mg/kg after 10 days at 40ºC for diameters of 1 to 10 nm, respectively. The 

authors concluded that only TiN nanoparticles up to 3.5 nm size would have the potential to migrate 

in detectable concentration (Bott et al. 2014a). For the calculations the diffusion coefficients 

calculated for carbon black were used and consequently diffusion and migration of TiN 

overestimated. 

 So far, all mathematical models applied for ENOs in FCMs assume diffusion as the main 

mechanism for migration, and they predict that migration of ENOs is negligible except for very 

small ENOs of a few nanometres in size. This is in contrast to the findings of much larger ENOs in 

experimental studies (Table 1), as described before, which supports the hypothesis that other 

physical mechanism than diffusion play a role in the migration of ENOs from FCMs. Consequently, 

other mathematical models are required that are able to account for dissolution of the ENO, 

desorption processes , and degradation of the polymer. The classical diffusion-based models are 

mainly relevant for predicting the migration of very small ENOs (diameter less than 1 nm). 

Open Question 6: What are the risks of human exposure associated to migrating ENOs? 

The last and probably most complex question is whether the eventually released ENOs pose a risk 

for human health. The toxicity of ENOs is known to depend on a variety of physico-chemical 

properties of the ENO. Three principles have been identified regarding nanoparticle toxicology that 

involve the unique characteristics of ENOs (Krug & Wick 2011). The “Transport principle” 

explains that materials of a certain inherent toxicity may be particularly critical when they are in the 

nanoform. Uptake of ions and molecules in the body cells is usually very precisely regulated. 

However, if ENOs do not dissolve but remain stable for a long time or accumulate in cells they may 
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become “active” in another way. The “Surface principle” explains that the small size of ENOs may 

cause enhanced chemical reactivity by the large number of surface atoms and by surface effects, 

such as crystal lattice defects. The toxicity is, however, also strongly depending on the nanomaterial 

itself including material properties, chemical composition, surface properties, and potential 

impurities, the “Material principle”.  

 If ENOs migrate from FCMs and are persistent in food, the consumer will be exposed via 

the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The mechanism of absorption of ENOs over the GI wall is complex, 

and little is known about the behaviour and fate of ENOs in the GI tract (EFSA, 2008; Binderup et 

al.,2013). More detailed studies on the influence of physico-chemical characteristics of ENOs on GI 

absorption are needed. Data on rodents have shown that ENO can enter the body via intestinal 

absorption (Cheng, 2006; SCENIHR, 2009), but absorption was restricted to relatively small 

amounts of less than 1 % of the dose expressed in mass units. The GI tract absorption can be 

affected by different coatings of the ENOs (EFSA, 2009; SCENIHR 2009). Proteins in food may 

lead to coating of the nanoparticle surface and this may significantly influence the GI absorption 

and the potential to cross the cellular barriers. To study transformation of ENOs in the GI tract, 

testing of the ENO stability in GI fluids, e.g. by in vitro digestion testing, is recommended (EFSA 

2011). To which extent different in vitro digestion models can lead to deviating conclusions 

regarding dissolution and degradation of nanomaterials has not yet been studied. Recently it was 

shown that in vitro digestion protocols for nanoparticles without food components may lead to 

misleading and inconclusive results of ENO uptake (Lichtenstein et al. 2015). 

 If ENOs are absorbed in the GI tract they can enter into the blood stream and further into 

organs (SCENIHR 2009; Wyser et al. 2016). The liver and spleen seem in many cases to be the 

major target organs for accumulation of ENOs (De Jong et al., 2008; SCENIHR 2009). Distribution 

of gold nanoparticles in rats was found to be size-dependent. The smallest particles showed the 

most widespread distribution in different organs, including blood, lungs, liver, spleen, kidney, 

thymus, brain and testis (De Jong et al. 2008). Larger nanoparticles were mainly found in the liver 

and the spleen. Nanoparticle-protein interactions in the body may change during time and enhance 

membrane crossing and cellular penetration properties of the nanoparticles (John et al. 2003, Panté 

and Kann 2002, Dutta et al. 2007) and thereby affecting their biological effect. 
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 The current risk assessment paradigm for non-nano materials is considered applicable also 

for ENOs. However, it shall include considerations regarding the specific properties of 

nanomaterials such as their chemical composition, physico-chemical properties, and their 

interaction with tissues (EFSA, 2009; EFSA, 2011). One of the challenges in evaluating the toxicity 

of ENOs is that their physico-chemical properties can change in different environments. Adequate 

characterisation of ENOs is essential to identify their physico-chemical form in a given 

environment (e.g. in food and under the given test conditions) and to identify if the ENO properties 

are affected by the different environments (EFSA, 2011). In support of assessing the potential risk 

of ENOs in FCMs, The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) has developed a guidance 

document (EFSA 2011) on risk assessment of the application of nanoscience and nanotechnologies 

in the food and feed chain, which is aimed to be used by applicants and risk assessors. As part of 

this document, a toxicity testing strategy of engineered nanomaterials is outlined for six different 

cases, which are depending on the persistence / degradation of ENOs (cases 1-4) and the availability 

of toxicity data for the non-nanoform (cases 5-6). The six cases are: 1) persistence of ENOs in the 

FCM, 2) migration of ENOs from the FCM, 3) transformation of ENOs into the non-nanoform 

before ingestion, 4) degradation of ENOs during digestion, and 5) availability of hazard information 

for the non-nanoform or 6) no hazard information available for the non-nanoform. Figure 2 

illustrates how the risk of human exposure to ENOs increases for the different scenarios of case 1-4. 

If ENOs migrate into food and persist in food and in the GI fluids, the toxicity testing performed for 

hazard identification and hazard characterization shall include specific nano-properties including 

comparison with data on the non-nanoform (if this data is available) as given by the EFSA guidance 

(EFSA, 2011). 

 The current EFSA Guidance for FCMs in a non-nanoform (EFSA, 2008) and a recent new 

opinion from EFSA (EFSA, 2016) requires a different toxicological dataset to be provided by 

applicants depending on the amount of migration / the expected human exposure level for of a given 

substance. However, due to the limited knowledge of ENOs toxicity, such a paradigm is not 

considered appropriate by EFSA for FCM risk assessment at the moment. ENOs must be 

considered case-by-case (EFSA, 2011; EFSA 2016). Whenever migration may occur, toxicological 

testing of the ENOs should be done in accordance with the EFSA guidance, starting with the 

assessment of genotoxic potential (EFSA 2011; EFSA 2016).  
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 A main limitation in the risk assessment of nanomaterials is the general lack of (high 

quality) exposure data due to the difficulties in detection and characterization of ENOs. As 

discussed for “Question 3” appropriate analytical methods able to detect ENOs at a low level and 

within the full size range of 1-100 nm are essential to provide evidence for migration of ENOs. As 

dissolution, dissolution rate and physico-chemical properties of ENOs vary in different matrices, 

standard test methods to measure these parameters in the current environment are crucial as part of 

the risk assessment of nanomaterials (Howlett 2012). Most available data comes from airborne 

measurements and uptake of ENOs by inhalation, whereas exposure estimates from food and 

consumer products are scarce (SCENIHR 2009; EFSA, 2011; Binderup et al. 2013). Moreover there 

is an urgent need for long-term exposure studies with ENOs as potential health effects are most 

likely to occur after long time exposure (SCENIHR 2009). A further issue, which should be 

considered if migration of ENOs into food occurs, is possible changes of the food matrix itself by 

interaction with the migrated ENOs. ENOs have the potential to interact with functional groups of 

organic molecules, such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, amino, or carbonyl groups, which may lead to 

changes of proteins, lipids, and polysaccharides in food (Kwak 2014). 

Summary and Conclusions 

An evaluation of current literature about the migration of ENOs from polymer-based FCMs showed 

that despite the increasing number of experimental studies, still many open questions remain. Six 

main open questions were identified (Figure 1). They include the very fundamental question 

whether ENOs can migrate from FCMs at all (“Open Question 1”). Experimental studies are not 

giving a conclusive answer, as some observe migration of ENOs from FCMs and others do not. 

This can be partially attributed to the lack of suitable analytical methods for the detection of low 

ENO quantities and small ENO sizes. We strongly suggest that studies that conclude that no 

migration occurred should add information about the limit of detection of the applied method, not 

only for particle mass or number concentration but also for particle size. Predictive models only 

consider migration based on diffusion and therefore conclude that migration of ENOs (larger than a 

few nm) is not possible. Migration can, however, be caused by a number of other chemical and 

physical processes (Katan1996). A clear legal definition of the term “migration” would help to 

avoid these misunderstandings.  
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Potential release mechanisms of ENOs (“Open Question 2”) were discussed and a clear lack of data 

on the issue identified. The use of fluorescently (Meder et al. 2016) or isotopically labelled ENOs 

(Merrifield & Lead 2016), as in the fields of bionanotechnology and nanotoxicology, could help to 

study and identify dissolution and agglomeration processes. The behaviour of the relevant ions (e.g 

Ag, Zn, or Cu) in food and food simulants needs to be studied to evaluate whether secondary 

formation of ENOs after migration of ions is possible or not. After contact of the FCM with 

food/food simulants, the surface morphology of the materials (e.g. by scanning or atomic force 

microscopy) and the polymer structure (e.g. by infrared spectroscopy) should be studied to identify 

potential degradation of the polymer matrix. Characterization of the ENOs within the FCM (before 

and after exposure to food/food simulant) in terms of size, shape, composition, and localization 

would significantly contribute to a better understanding of the results of migration studies and the 

potential release mechanisms.  

The challenges in detection and characterizing ENOs in migration studies and the suitability of the 

most frequently used analytical techniques were discussed (“Open Question 3”). The importance of 

suitable sample preparation was highlighted and the risk of sample preparation artefacts described.  

Due to different limitations (e.g. regarding size and concentration range) in every single applied 

technique, a combination of analytical techniques should preferable be used to improve the 

detection of ENOs. We suggest a combination of sp-ICP-MS and TEM-EDX for studying the 

migration of inorganic ENOs. The high sensitivity of sp-ICP-MS allows the detection of very low 

particle concentrations in food simulants without additional sample preparation. TEM-EDX gives 

information on particle shape and elemental composition, and can detect smaller ENOs than sp-

ICP-MS. Lower size detection limits of sp-ICP-MS would be highly beneficial for the research area. 

More studies should focus on studying the migration of organic or carbon-based ENOs, which is 

requiring the development of suitable methods for detection and characterization of these types of 

ENOs. Most likely, labelling of the ENOs will be required to allow detection. Moreover, 

information about the surface properties of migrating ENOs should be part of the characterization. 

For this, aanalytical methods need to be developed that can determine surface potential and surface 

chemistry of ENOs at relatively low particle concentrations. 

Further, this review questions the suitability of standard food simulants and migration test 

conditions for ENOs in FCMs (“Open Question 4”). As food simulants do not have the same 

chemical composition as a real food, agglomeration, aggregation, and dissolution of ENOs, might 
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not occur in the food simulant but in the food (or the other way around). Consequently, studies are 

required that compare the migration of ENOs into food simulants and into real food. These studies 

should not only determine the ENO concentrations but also the ENO properties (size, shape, 

agglomeration state, and chemical composition) in food simulants and food.  The review suggests 

that additional other factors, like mechanical forces (abrasion, vibration), microwave treatment, 

heating, and UV exposure are considered in migration studies, as they potentially can have a large 

influence on the release of ENOs. The selected test conditions should reflect the potential use of the 

FCM. 

Mathematical models (“Open Question 5”) that are able to account for other release mechanisms 

than diffusions are required. Inspiration can be gained from other research areas, and only a few 

examples shall be given here. Models for mechanical degradation (abrasive wear) of polymers are 

developed in the field of mechanical engineering and material sciences, e.g. (Sinha et al. 2007; 

Abdelbary & Abdelbary 2014). Models for decomposition of biodegradable polymers are studied in 

the context of medical applications, like drug delivery or implantable devices, e.g. (Vieira et al. 

2014). Mathematical models for prediction of drug release from biodegradable polymers are able to 

model drug release from surface-eroding systems where the drug is released concurrently with the 

layer-by-layer erosion from the outermost surface of the matrix (Lao et al. 2008). Similar 

mechanisms are possible in the case of ENOs in FCMs based on biodegradable polymers. 

At last, considerations regarding the risk for the consumer associated with migrating ENOs from 

FCM were discussed (Open Question 6). This question is probably the most complex question of 

all. Data is lacking in relation to all aspect of risk assessment including fate of migrated ENOs in 

food  and GI tract exposure to ENOs. Interactions of ENOs with food should be further studied, and 

ENOs characterized in different food matrices. Possible changes of the food matrix by interaction 

with (migrated) ENOs should be considered. More detailed studies on the influence of physico-

chemical characteristics of ENOs on GI absorption are needed. The use of in vitro digestion models 

for predicting the fate of ENOs in the GI tract is recommended. However, a better understanding of 

the suitability of these models is required.  

We suggest that further research should focus on answering these six questions to ensure safety of 

FCMs and to support the development of innovative and safe FCMs in the future. A stronger 

collaboration with the research area that focuses on the environmental release of ENOs from solid 
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materials is encouraged, as it encounters similar challenges. This review focuses on polymer-based 

FCMs as most applications and research has been focusing on these types of materials. However, 

similar considerations will apply migration of ENOs from non-polymeric food contact materials, 

like paper and board, rubber, adhesives, and printing inks.  
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Table1.Silver migration studies from silver-based food contact materials ?<sup>a</sup>HDPE: 

high density polyethylene, LDPE: low density polyethylene, PP: polypropylene, PES: polyether 

sulfone, PE: polyethylene, PC: polycarbonate, PLA: polylactic acid; ?<sup>b</sup>Food simulant 

with maximum observed migration underlined / no migration indicated by “×“; ?<sup>c</sup>Only 

analytical limit of detection presented 

Polymer 
matrixa 

Commercial 
availability 

Initial Ag 
concentration 

in the 
polymer 

Migration 
conditions: 

Time/ 
temperature 

Food 
simulant/ 

foodb 

Analytical 
techniques 

Maximum 
total Ag 

migration 

Evidence 
for 

migration 
of AgNPs 

Size of the 
migrated 

AgNPs (used 
technique) 

Reference 

LDPE 
 

yes 100 µg/g 15 days/25-
50˚C 

Water 
A.A 4% 
E 95% 
Hexane 

SEM-EDX 
AAS 

4.2 µg/dm2 yes 300 nm 
(SEM) 

(Huang et 
al. 2011) 

LDPE no 5,000-50,000 
µg/g 

10 days/60, 
70˚C; 
2 h/60, 
70˚C; 

microwave 

Water 
AA 3% 

SEM 
ICP-AES 

 

217 µg/dm2 yes 215-945 nm 
(SEM) 

(Hannon, 
Kerry, et al. 

2015) 

LDPE 
PP 

 

yes 3,300 µg/g 10 
days/40˚C; 
2 h /70˚C 

E 50% 
AA3% 

SEM-EDX 
sp-ICP-MS 

(semi-
quantitative) 

 

3.15 
µg/dm2 

yes 10-200 nm 
(SEM) 

(Echegoyen 
& Nerín 
2013) 

PC 
PP 

yes 28-62 µg/g 10 days/20-
40˚C; 

2 h/70˚C 

Water 
AA 3% 
E 10% 

×E 95% 

SEM-EDX 
sp-ICP-MS 

 

1.9 µg/dm2 yes 18-30nm 
(sp-ICP-MS) 

(Ramos et 
al. 2015) 

PE 
PP 

 

yes 9-37 µg/g 10 
days/20˚C 

Water 
AA 3% 
E 10% 

×Olive oil 

TEM-EDXS 
sp -ICP-MS 

 

0.95µg/dm2 yes 20-100nm 
(SEM);  

100-350 nm 
(sp-ICP-MS) 

(von Goetz 
et al. 2013) 

PE 
HDPE 

yes 1-31 µg/g 10 
days/40˚C 

Water 
AA 3% 
E 10% 

TEM-EDX 
sp-ICP-MS 

 

0.31 
µg/dm2 

yes 23-89 nm 
(sp-ICP-MS) 

(Mackevica 
et al. 2016) 

PP 
HDPE 

yes 28 µg/g 10 days/20-
40˚C; 

2 h/70˚C 

Water 
AA 3% 
×E 10% 
×E 95% 

AF4-ICP-MS 
SEM 

ICP-MS 
 

0.014 
µg/dm2 

yes 40-60 nm (
AF4-ICP-MS) 

(Artiaga et 
al. 2015) 

LDPE 
PP 

PES 
 

yes 7-36 µg/g 4 h/ 100˚C Water 
AA3% 

TEM 
ICP-MS 

0.64 
µg/dm2 

no N/A (Ntim et al. 
2015) 

LDPE 
 

no 50-250 µg/g 10 
days/60˚C; 
24 h/40˚C 

AA 3% 
E 10% 

×E 95% 
×IsoOctane 

ICP-MS 1.01 
µg/dm2 

not 
studied 

N/A (Bott et al. 
2014a) 

PE 
 

no 5,000 µg/g 1, 3 days 
/8, 21˚C 

Chicken 
breast 

ICP-MS 5.0 µg/dm2 not 
studied 

N/A (Cushen et 
al. 2014) 

PE yes 234 µg/g 9h/20, 40, 
70ºC 

AA 3% 
E 95% 

ICP-MS 13.10 µg/g not 
studied 

N/A (Song et al. 
2011) 

PLA-
clay 

no 340-3,400 
µg/g 

8 
days/room 

temperature 

0.03% 
HNO3 

Voltammetry 6.0 µg/g not 
studied 

N/A (Busolo et 
al. 2010) 
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Table2 

Analytical 
technique 

Limit of detection - 
mass/mass 
concentration 

Limit of 
detection - size 

Information 

ICP-MS* pg/L – ng/L - • Total element concentration  
sp-ICP-MS* 
 

pg/L – ng/L ≥ 10 nm • Mass and number concentration 
of the ENO 

• Ratio (mass concentration) 
between ionic and nano-form  

• Size distribution of the ENO 
(geometric size, typically 
spherical shape assumed) 

TEM/SEM µg/L - mg/L 1 nm/10 nm 
(TEM/SEM) 

• Size distribution of the ENO 
(geometric size from two 
dimensional projection) 

• Shape of the ENO 
AF4-ICP-
MS* 

µg/L - mg/L 1 nm • Mass concentration of the ENO 
• Size distribution of the ENO 

(hydrodynamic size) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PE yes 29-34 µg/g 6 days/5, 
12˚C; 

35 days/-
18˚C 

Chicken 
meatballs 

 

ICP-MS No 
migration 

not 
studied 

N/A (Gallocchio 
et al. 2016) 

LDPE no 1-22 µg/g 30 days/4, 
40ºC 

Water 
AA 3% 
E 10% 

Apple juice 

AAS 117 µg/dm2 not 
studied 

N/A (Jokar & 
Abdul 

Rahman 
2014) 

PVC no 290-3,940 
µg/g 

4 days/5, 
20˚C 

chicken 
breast 

ICP-MS 670 µg/dm2 not 
studied 

N/A (Cushen et 
al. 2013) 
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Figure1.Overview of the six open questions identified in this review paper 

 

 

Figure2.Risk of potential human exposure to ENOs from FCMs  
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